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SUMMARY

CRISPR-Cas systems provide bacteria and archaea
with adaptive immunity against foreign nucleic acids.
In type I CRISPR-Cas systems, invading DNA is
detected by a large ribonucleoprotein surveillance
complex called Cascade. The crRNA component of
Cascade is used to recognize target sites in foreign
DNA (protospacers) by formation of an R-loop driven
by base-pairing complementarity. Using single-mole-
cule supercoiling experiments with near base-pair
resolution, we probe here the mechanism of R-loop
formation and detect short-lived R-loop intermedi-
ates on off-target sites bearing single mismatches.
WeshowthatR-loopspropagatedirectionallystarting
from the protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM). Upon
reaching a mismatch, R-loop propagation stalls and
collapses in a length-dependent manner. This unam-
biguously demonstrates that directional zipping of
the R-loop accomplishes efficient target recognition
by rapidly rejecting binding to off-target sites with
PAM-proximal mutations. R-loops that reach the
protospacer end become locked to license DNA
degradation by the auxiliary Cas3 nuclease/helicase
without further target verification.
INTRODUCTION

CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic re-

peats)-Cas (CRISPR-associated) systems provide bacteria and

archaea with RNA-based adaptable immunity against invasion

by bacteriophages and plasmids (Barrangou et al., 2007). The

CRISPR array comprises conserved repeat sequences inter-

spersed by variable spacer sequences that originate from

foreign DNA. Following transcription and subsequent cleavage

of the pre-crRNAwithin the repeats, short crRNAs are produced,

each carrying a single spacer (Brouns et al., 2008; Carte et al.,

2008). crRNAs together with Cas proteins are then combined

into effector complexes that are multimeric for type I and III

CRISPR-Cas systems (Brouns et al., 2008; Sinkunas et al.,
1534 Cell Reports 10, 1534–1543, March 10, 2015 ª2015 The Author
2013; Zhang et al., 2012; Tamulaitis et al., 2014) or monomeric

for type II systems (Gasiunas et al., 2012). Type I and II effector

complexes recognize putative DNA targets by establishing

base-specific pairing between the crRNA guide and the target

sequence (called the ‘‘protospacer’’), forming a so-called

R-loop where the crRNA forms a heteroduplex with the comple-

mentary DNA strand while the non-targeting strand is displaced.

Importantly, crRNA-guided DNA interference by the type I and II

effector complexes requires an additional protospacer-adjacent

motif (PAM) located in the vicinity of the target. The PAM

sequence, which is absent in the CRISPR array but present in

the invading DNA, is important for the discrimination between

‘‘self’’ and ‘‘non-self’’ (Deveau et al., 2008). Mismatches between

the crRNA and the protospacer ‘‘seed’’ sequence adjacent to the

PAM typically abolish interference, whereas mismatches in the

PAM-distal sequence are less inhibitive (Semenova et al.,

2011; Fineran et al., 2014). Tolerance of mismatches reduces

the possibility that invaders could escape CRISPR immunity

due to mutational drift in protospacer sequences and is thus

beneficial for the host. Contrarily, a low tolerance of target mis-

matches is desired in genome-engineering applications that

recently emerged using the Cas9 effector complex of type II sys-

tems (Mali et al., 2013). Although high-resolution structures

of type I and II effector complexes with and without bound sin-

gle-stranded target DNA recently became available (Mulepati

et al., 2014; Jackson et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2014; Anders

et al., 2014), the mechanism by which R-loop formation allows

discrimination between correct (on-target) and incorrect (off-

target) sites remains to be resolved.

Based on the analysis of the phage escape mutants, Seme-

nova et al. (2011) proposed a directional model for target

discrimination by E. coli Cascade. According to this model, the

crRNA ‘‘seed’’ sequence plays a key role in the initial scanning

for amatching sequence, before base pairing over the entire pro-

tospacer occurs to form a stable R-loop. In addition to phage

escape, also biochemical parameters, such as the lifetime of

Cas9 on target DNA (Sternberg et al., 2014) or the stability of

R-loops formed by Cascade (Szczelkun et al., 2014), appeared

to be affected by the position of protospacer mutations. These

observations further supported a directional R-loop formation.

However, we note that they can still not rule out a direction-inde-

pendent R-loop formation, where target discrimination relies

on overall thermal equilibrium (rather than the first mutation
s
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encountered). In this case, a mismatch-sensitive position bias

would result instead from specific constraints imposed by the

locally positioned proteins.

Here, we provide a stringent test for unidirectional R-loop for-

mation by systematically analyzing the effect of mismatches in

the protospacer sequence for a Streptococcus thermophilus

(St) Cascade effector complex. Applying single-molecule super-

coiling experiments (Brutzer et al., 2010; Szczelkun et al., 2014),

we are able to directly observe the formation of full R-loops and,

most critically, the stalling of unstable R-loop intermediates in

front of mismatches. The unstable R-loops map to the region be-

tween the PAM and the mismatch as predicted for unidirectional

R-loop zipping and have a length-dependent stability, resulting

in rapid rejection of targets with PAM-proximal mutations.

Once the R-loop propagates across the complete protospacer,

it becomes locked (i.e., highly stable). This triggers rapid DNA

cleavage through recruitment of the Cas3 helicase/nuclease

without further protospacer verification, even in presence of

‘‘seed’’ mutations. Thus, the dynamic and directional R-loop-

zipping process provides the only selection of cleavage targets.

Target recognition is therefore the result of a kinetic readout and

not of the total base-pairing thermodynamics per se. Our dissec-

tion of the R-loop formation process provides an important basis

for quantitatively predicting on-target- and off-target-binding ef-

ficiencies of CRISPR-Cas systems with important implication for

their application in genome engineering.

RESULTS

Detection of Single Cascade-Induced R-Loops
In St-Cascade, the Cas proteins, plus a 61-nt crRNA assemble

with the stoichiometry Cse11Cse22Cas76Cas51Cas6e1crRNA1,

forming an �400 kDa ribonucleoprotein complex (Sinkunas

et al., 2013). The crRNA contains a 33-nt spacer sequence that

is flanked by 50 and 30 handles. A dinucleotide AA PAM in the

target DNA is also required for successful R-loop formation.

DNA degradation is carried out by the separate Cas3 helicase-

nuclease that is recruited to the R-loop-effector complex (Sinku-

nas et al., 2011, 2013; Westra et al., 2012; Mulepati and Bailey,

2013).

To monitor the formation of Cascade-induced R-loops, we

used a previously developed magnetic-tweezers-based DNA

supercoiling assay (Szczelkun et al., 2014). We attached a mag-

netic bead to one end of a single 2.1-kbp DNAmolecule contain-

ing a PAM and a single protospacer (Figure 1A) and tethered the

other DNA end to the bottom of a fluidic cell. A pair of magnets

placed above the cell was used to stretch the DNA and to super-

coil it by rotating the magnets. Simultaneously, wemeasured the

DNA length from the magnetic bead z-position using video mi-

croscopy (Otto et al., 2010; Huhle et al., 2015). DNA supercoiling

at constant force results in a characteristic bell-shaped DNA

length-versus-turn curve (gray curve in Figure 1B). Initially, the

DNA length stays constant. Once sufficient twist is generated,

the DNA length decreases with the applied turns due to the for-

mation of a plectonemic superhelix (Mosconi et al., 2009; Kauert

et al., 2011; Forth et al., 2008; Oberstrass et al., 2012). Upon

R-loop formation by Cascade, the DNA target is unwound over

33 bp, which adds approximately three turns of positive super-
Cell
coiling to the adjacent DNA. Such a change in supercoiling can

be readily detected as a shift of the whole supercoiling curve

or as a DNA length change at a fixed number of introduced turns

(Howan et al., 2012; Szczelkun et al., 2014; Figure 1B).

R-loop formation on a substrate containing a matching (WT)

protospacer and a consensus AA dinucleotide PAM is directly

seen as a discrete DNA length change at low negative super-

coiling and low force (Figure 1C, green arrow). Under these

conditions, the DNA is still almost fully extended (stable plecto-

nemes have yet to form) and the mechanical torque in the

DNA corresponds to ��2 pN nm. Upon rotation of the magnets

to produce positive supercoiling, the formation of a stable

R-loop is indicated by a stable shift of the supercoiling curve to-

ward lower turns (green compared to gray curve in Figure 1C).

The R-loop dissociated only when the force was increased to

produce a torque of �+20 pN nm. Dissociation was seen as a

sudden DNA length change (red curve in Figure 1C). Further

Cascade-induced R-loop formation-dissociation events could

then be induced by cycling between the low negative torque

and high positive torque regimes. As shown before (Szczelkun

et al., 2014), this provides quantitative information about the

torque-assisted kinetics of R-loop formation/dissociation, the

R-loop length (determined from the shift of the supercoiling

curve), and the R-loop stability (determined from the dissocia-

tion torque).

R-Loop Formation and Dissociation on Target Sites with
Single Mutations
We applied the assay described above to monitor R-loop forma-

tion on protospacers bearing single point mutations of the WT

target. This included mutations in the seed region at positions

2, 4, and 8 as well as in the remaining protospacer sequence

at positions 15, 18, 19, 20, and 22 (Figure 1A; substrates called

M2, M4, etc.). For all of the mutants, we carried out extensive

supercoiling cycle experiments at 9 nM Cascade and analyzed

the mean R-loop formation and dissociation times as function

of torque. A representative supercoiling cycle (Figure 1D) is

shown for the M2 substrate that required much more negative

supercoiling (�4-fold increased torque) for R-loop formation

compared to the WT target, whereas R-loop dissociation condi-

tions were similar to theWT protospacer. For all mutants, greater

negative torque accelerated R-loop formation, whereas greater

positive torque accelerated R-loop dissociation (Figure 2A). For

seed mutations, R-loop formation was slowest and required

the highest assisting negative torques (Figure 2A, left), in agree-

ment with the finding that these mutations allow phage escape

(Semenova et al., 2011). This effect was most pronounced

for M2 and M4. With the exception of M19, R-loop formation

for protospacer mutants outside the seed region also required

higher negative torque values compared to WT (or longer wait

times when extrapolated to comparable torque values). In

contrast, the dissociation times were not significantly affected

(Figure 2A).

Supercoiling Changes Reveal Intermediate R-Loops
between PAM and Mismatch
To gain further insight into the inhibitory effect of protospacer

mutations, we analyzed the supercoiling changes associated
Reports 10, 1534–1543, March 10, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1535
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Figure 1. Detection of Single-Cascade-Induced R-Loops on a Matching and a Mismatched Protospacer

(A) Sequence of the non-target strand used in the experiments with mutated positions indicated. Single point mutations were labeled with M; mutations over a

whole stretch at the protospacer end with E.

(B) Principle of R-loop detection through single-molecule supercoiling. DNA molecules attached to magnetic beads are supercoiled by magnet rotation. R-loop

formation causes local DNA unwinding and thus overwinding of the adjacent DNA. The characteristic plot of DNA length versus introduced turns in absence of an

R-loop (gray curve) is shifted to the left by the number of helical turns being untwisted by the R-loop (green curve). When holding the DNA at constant negative

supercoiling (assisting R-loop formation), R-loop formation is seen as aDNA length change (green arrow). Correspondingly, R-loop dissociation is seen at positive

supercoiling as a similar length change (red arrow).

(C) R-loop formation-dissociation cycle for the WT protospacer. On a DNA held at 0.3 pN, �1.5 turns were introduced (gray curve part), providing the indicated

torque G. After a delay, R-loop formation is seen as an abrupt length decrease (green vertical arrow, transition from gray to green line). Subsequently, positive

supercoiling was applied (green curve part) and the force raised (onset of red curve part) to generate high positive torque. R-loop dissociation is seen as an abrupt

length increase (red vertical arrow). The left panel shows the DNA length as a time trajectory, whereas the right panel shows it as a function of the applied turns. In

the right panel, light gray indicates the supercoiling curve in absence of Cascade, whereas curved arrows indicate the rotation direction.

(D) R-loop formation-dissociation cycle for theM2 protospacer (labeling as in C). R-loop formation occurred at 0.5 pN,�10 turns. An elevated negative torquewas

required to achieve R-loop formation, hence causing the DNA length to increase.
with R-loop formation (Figure 2B, left). We evaluated the shift of

both the left and the right side of the supercoiling curve (i.e., at

negative and positive supercoiling, respectively; see arrows in

inset of Figure 2B, left). We selected supercoiling curves where

abrupt R-loop formation events were not observed when intro-

ducing negative supercoils (dark gray curve in inset of Figure 2B,

left). After waiting sufficient time at negative supercoiling to allow

R-loop formation, we returned to positive supercoiling (green

curve in inset of Figure 2B, left) and determined the shift between

the outward and return curves. For the right (positive) side of the

supercoiling curves, we obtained a constant shift of 2.7 ± 0.1

turns for all of the mutants and the WT. Similar shifts of 2.7 ±

0.1 turns were also obtained upon R-loop dissociation (Fig-

ure 2B, right). The sub-step that occurs during dissociation at

high positive torque (Szczelkun et al., 2014) was also indepen-

dent of the mutation position, with the exception of M18, for

which the sub-step was never observed. In contrast, shifts of

the left (negative) side of the supercoiling curves seemed to be

highly dependent on the mutation position (Figure 2B, left).

Whereas the seed mutants M2 and M4 provided shifts of
1536 Cell Reports 10, 1534–1543, March 10, 2015 ª2015 The Author
2.8 ± 0.1 and 2.8 ± 0.2 turns, respectively, the shift for the other

mutants (with the exception of M19) decreased linearly with the

distance of the mutation from the PAM.

For M19, the left side of the curves did not display any differ-

ence, though the shift on the right curve side indicated full

R-loop formation (Figure S1) and R-loop dissociation events

were always observed upon inducing high positive torque. This

behavior is very similar to events with the WT protospacer where

R-loop formation occurs at very low negative turns, where the

DNA has yet to start forming plectonemes and is still in the

extended conformation (Figures 1C and S1). This indicates that

M19 does not display any inhibitory effect on the R-loop forma-

tion. We therefore attribute M19 to a position where bases

are flipped out in the crRNA-DNA hybrid as seen in the E.coli

Cascade structure (Mulepati et al., 2014). For E. coli Cascade,

such base flips occur at positions 6, 12, 18, 24, and 30.

The +1-nt position shift for the base flips in St-Cascade is pre-

sumably due to a different assignment of PAM and protospacer,

in which the first bp of theSt-Cascade protospacer is considered

as a PAM base pair in the E.coli protospacer, whereas the
s
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Figure 2. Quantification of R-Loop Formation and Dissociation on

Targets with Single Mismatches

(A) Mean times for R-loop formation (left) and dissociation (right) as function of

torque for protospacers containing single mismatches at 9 nM Cascade.

Increasing negative torque assists faster R-loop formation. R-loop formation is

most severely inhibited usingmismatches in the seed region (M2,M4, and, to a

lower extent, M8) such that much-higher torque is required to achieve R-loop

formation in the 10–100 s range. Mismatches M15, M18, and M22 outside the

seed region also inhibit R-loop formation, whereas M19 and M20 behave

similar as the WT protospacer. For WT and M19 protospacers, the torque was

corrected as described in the Supplemental Information. In contrast to the

large differences for R-loop formation, the dissociation times are very similar

for all mutants tested. Filled and open symbols represent the time to undergo

the first and the second dissociation sub-steps, respectively (see inset in B,

right side). Coloring is according to DNA used.

(B) (Left) Supercoiling changes occurring during R-loop formation. The inset

shows an R-loop formation experiment for M15 (according to Figure 1D, with

the light gray curve being taken in absence of Cascade; see Figure S1 for data

of other mismatch positions). The shift of the rotation curve in the presence of

Cascade from the initially R-loop free state (dark gray curve in inset) to the

R-loop bound state (green curve in inset) is analyzed at negative and positive

turns (see black arrows). The green dashed line represents the supercoiling

shift at positive turns for the matching protospacer, and the gray dashed line

the expected shift that occurs from an R-loop intermediate at the mutation

position to the fully formed R-loop. (Right) Supercoiling changes during R-loop

dissociation for the full R-loop (red) and for the intermediate (light red). The

inset shows an enlarged view of the dissociation event of Figure 1C (red curve

part) to reveal the intermediate step during dissociation. All error bars corre-

spond to SEM.
combined length of PAM and protospacer is 35 bp for both sys-

tems (Sinkunas et al., 2013). Therefore, protein-induced base

flips in the crRNA-DNA hybrid for St-Cascade are in fact ex-

pected at positions 7, 13, 19, 25, and 31, in agreement with

our observation for the M19 protospacer.
Cell
Rapid R-loop formation at low negative turns for the WT and

the M19 protospacers strongly suggests that the reduced

shift of the left part of the supercoiling curve for M8, M15,

M18, M20, and M22 (Figure 2B, left) is due to the formation of

an intermediate R-loop at low negative turns. This R-loop would

be stalled at the mismatch position. The observed shift following

incubation at elevated supercoiling would correspond to the final

transition from the intermediate to the full R-loop (see Figure S1

for details). If R-loop formation is directional initiating from the

PAM and the intermediate stalls at the mismatch, we would pre-

dict that the supercoiling change accompanying formation of

the R-loop intermediate would increase linearly with the PAM

mismatch distance. Consequently, the observed final transition

from the intermediate to the R-loop would linearly decrease

with the PAM mismatch distance. The experimentally observed

shifts agree with this prediction (gray dashed line in Figure 2B,

left), providing strong evidence for R-loops that originate from

the PAM and directionally expand toward the protospacer end.

Dynamics of Intermediate R-Loops Stalled at Mutation
Positions
The above experiments were performed using 9 nMCascade. To

monitor the formation and the dynamics of the intermediate

R-loops, we carried out additional experiments at 0.1 nM

Cascade. Under these conditions, the R-loop-formation kinetics

appeared to be limited by Cascade binding to the DNA. This

provided sufficient time for the DNA to be shortened through

negative supercoiling beforeCascadebinding, such that the sub-

sequent dynamic R-loop-formation events were directly observ-

able as a length increase (similar to M2; see Figure 1D). For M8

and M19, R-loop formation always occurred as a single step

with a corresponding size of �2.7 turns, as expected for a full

R-loop (Figure 3A). However, for M15, M18, M20, and M22,

R-loop intermediates were observed, either as transient short-

lived species or as sub-steps on the way to full R-loop formation

(Figure 3A). For each mutant, the supercoiling changes associ-

ated with the intermediates had awell-definedmagnitude, which

scaled with the distance between the PAM and mismatch (Fig-

ure 3B). For M15 and M18, the intermediate R-loops appeared

to be highly dynamic (Figure 3A). They often disappearedwithout

overcoming the mutation, such that full R-loop formation pro-

ceeded through multiple cycles of intermediate formation and

collapse. Contrarily, for M20 and M22, full R-loops formed typi-

cally at once after the intermediate statewasoccupied for the first

time. The probability of spontaneous R-loop collapse was torque

dependent and decreased in the order M15 > M18 > M20 > M22

(Figure 3C), suggesting that shorter R-loops are less stable and

collapsemore rapidly. The fact that we could detect intermediate

R-loop formation for M8 at high Cascade concentration, but not

at low, indicates that the lifetime of the 7-bp R-loop intermediate

is too short to be resolved in our assay as a single event.

The length-dependent collapse of R-loop intermediates will

speed up the search for matching targets because initiation of

R-loop formation at off-target sites will be rapidly curtailed

once amutation near the PAM is reached. To further substantiate

this idea and gain insight into the behavior of the seed mutants,

we carried out a competitive electrophoretic mobility shift assay

(EMSA) with a labeled WT protospacer and increasing amounts
Reports 10, 1534–1543, March 10, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1537
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Figure 3. Real-Time Observation of Dynamic R-Loop Intermediates

at Mismatch Positions

(A) (Left) Example R-loop formation trajectories at negative supercoiling for

protospacers with single mismatches from position 8 onward. During the

R-loop formation, constant forces of 0.3, 0.4, 0.25, 0.2, 0.15, and 0.15 pN (from

top to bottom) were applied. Blue arrows mark the formation of the full R-loop

and light blue arrows the occurrence of intermediate R-loops. The vertical

scale bar corresponds to 100 nm. (Right) Histograms for the different

mismatch targets of the supercoiling changes associated with full R-loop
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of unlabeled competitor protospacers bearing mutations (Fig-

ure S2). As expected, a non-specific protospacer was found

to be the poorest inhibitor of WT DNA binding. Protospacer

mutants M2, M4, and M8 were much poorer competitors than

protospacers with mutations located further downstream (Fig-

ure 3D). We also investigated protospacers for which multiple

positions were mutated at the PAM-distal end (called E24,

E26, E28, and E30 according to the position of the first mutation;

see Figure 1A). Similar results were obtained as for protospacers

with non-seed point mutations, despite the fact that R-loop lock-

ing is abolished for E24, E26, and E28 (Szczelkun et al., 2014).

This confirms that the inhibition is not primarily due to Cascade

depletion by formation of locked complexes on competitor

substrates but rather due to the formation of intermediate

R-loops. Though the competitive EMSA experiments did not

reveal systematic differences between the non-seed mutants,

they clearly supported the highly transient nature of R-loop inter-

mediates at seed mutations consistent with the single-molecule

observations.

R-Loop Locking Triggers DNA Cleavage, Regardless of
Seed Mutations
Once a sufficiently long R-loop forms, Cas3-mediated cleavage

is initiated (Szczelkun et al., 2014). We next tested whether

R-loop locking, which occurs when the R-loop approaches the

protospacer end, is the actual signal for Cas3 recruitment and

whether protospacer mutations would interfere with this pro-

cess. Our supercoiling experiments allow precise control over

the formation of a locked R-loop, such that we can unambigu-

ously distinguish whether the failure to cleave a mutant target

would be due to the absence of R-loop formation, absence of

R-loop locking, or failure of Cas3 recruitment.

We first established DNA cleavage experiments for a WT pro-

tospacer bymonitoring up to 29 DNAmolecules in parallel (Ram-

anathan et al., 2009). We identified nicked and supercoilable

molecules, added 0.5 nM Cascade, and verified R-loop forma-

tion for the supercoilable molecules. We kept the molecules at

F = 0.3 pN and �8 turns, added 100 nM Cas3, and monitored

DNA nicking and cleavage (Figure 4A). Nicking was observed

as an abrupt DNA length increase up to the length of
formation (blue bars) and intermediate R-loop formation (light blue bars). Data

were obtained by fitting the length changes associated with R-loop formation

in the time trajectories as shown on the left. The vertical scale bar corresponds

to ten counts.

(B) Mean supercoiling changes associated with full (blue) and intermediate

R-loop formation (light blue) as determined from the histograms in (A). The blue

dashed line indicates the supercoiling change for the matching protospacer

and the light blue dashed line the expectation for an intermediate R-loop that

extends from the PAM to the mismatch position.

(C) Probability that an intermediated R-loop collapses (i.e., that it does not

overcome the mutation) as a function of applied torque for the mismatch tar-

gets that exhibited intermediate R-loops. Error bars in (B) and (C) correspond

to SEM.

(D) Ratio KI/KD between the dissociation constants of Cascade binding to the

indicated competitor and the WT protospacer as judged from a competitive

EMSA assay. NS indicates a non-specific protospacer. Error bars are the

SDs from average values from at least three repeat experiments. See also

Figure S2.
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Figure 4. Cas3-Mediated DNA Cleavage of Preformed R-Loops

(A) Time trajectory of the DNA length for a single DNA-cleavage event.

Supercoilable DNA with an R-loop on aWT protospacer was maintained at�8

turns. Following addition of Cas3 by buffer flow, DNA nicking and cleavage can

be seen as a length increase and a subsequent loss of magnetic bead tracking,

respectively. For the supercoilable molecules, DNA cleavage (n = 51) was

preceded by a distinct nicking event in 73% of the cases.

(B) Fraction of DNAmolecules cleaved as function of time for WT, M2, and E26

protospacers and aWT protospacer with a CC PAM. The data were separately

obtained for the supercoilable molecules, for which R-loops were introduced

in a controllable manner (filled symbols), and non-supercoilable molecules,

where R-loop formation is not supported by induced torque (open symbols).

(C) Cleavage of supercoiled and linearized plasmid DNA containing either WT,

M2, M22, or E26 protospacers analyzed by agarose gel experiments. Re-

actions were incubated for 40 min. More-detailed cleavage kinetics are shown

in Figure S3.
non-supercoiled DNA, whereas cleavage was seen as loss of the

magnetic bead. Of all supercoilable molecules (n = 49), 53%

were cleaved and 4% were only nicked within �2 hr (Figure 4B).
Cell
The cleavage kinetics could be described with a double expo-

nential, with 57% of events occurring with a time constant of

110 ± 20 s and the remaining with a time constant of �4,000 s.

Cleavage was also observed on 41% of all non-supercoilable

molecules (i.e., molecules with poor surface attachment or

randomly positioned nicks; n = 39). R-loops apparently also

formed in this case, in agreement with the low negative torque

required for theWT protospacer, albeit at a little lower efficiency,

because the fraction of molecules with fast cleavage was only

35%.

We next tested DNA cleavage of the M2 protospacer that

strongly inhibits R-loop formation (Figure 2A) and phage/plasmid

interference (Semenova et al., 2011; Fineran et al., 2014). For the

supercoilablemolecules, we introducedR-loops at high negative

torque and verified their presence before adding Cas3 under the

same conditions as for the WT protospacer. We obtained a

similar efficiency of cleavage (56%; n = 45) and cleavage rate

(55% of cleavage occurring with a time constant of 130 ± 20 s;

Figure 4B). However, for the non-supercoilable M2 molecules,

cleavage was never observed (n = 16). This is in agreement

with the requirement for an assisting negative torque to drive

R-loop formation on the M2 protospacer; such torque is not

possible with non-supercoilable DNA. The rapid cleavage of pre-

formed R-loops on an M2 protospacer suggests that locking is

the only requirement for Cas3 recruitment and that there is no

further proofreading of the heteroduplex after locking.

To further substantiate the importance of the locking step, we

investigated DNA cleavage of the E26 protospacer for which 25-

bp R-loops are formed at negative supercoiling but for which

locking is not observed (Szczelkun et al., 2014). When keeping

such R-loops stabilized by the application of negative torque

and adding Cas3, cleavage did not occur (n = 49; Figure 4B).

Likewise, non-supercoilable molecules were never cleaved

(n = 12). This further supports that R-loop locking is the only pre-

requisite for triggering the cleavage reaction.

To investigate the role of the PAM during cleavage triggering,

we induced R-loops on aWT protospacer with a non-permissive

CC-PAM (Sinkunas et al., 2013) using extensive negative super-

coiling (�80 turns; 2.5 pN;�30minwaiting time). R-loops formed

on this substrate with moderate efficiency (Szczelkun et al.,

2014). Importantly, only 7% of the supercoilable, R-loop-con-

taining molecules were cleaved after �1 hr when Cas3 was

added (n = 29; Figure 4B), suggesting that PAM verification is

also important for the cleavage step.

In a more physiologically relevant setting, we investigated

Cas3-mediated cleavage of supercoiled and linearized plasmid

DNA (Figures 4C and S3). Both DNA species were cleaved for

the WT protospacer. Neither species was cleaved for proto-

spacer E26. Protospacers M2 and M22 were cleaved in super-

coiled plasmids, but not in the linearized form at 25�C. At

37�C, minor DNA degradation was observed for linearized

M22 plasmids. These observations are in full agreement with

the single-molecule results and supports the idea that the torque

provided by negative supercoiling of plasmid DNA and/or the

DNA melting afforded by elevating the temperature assist

R-loop formation, in particular on mutated protospacers. On all

DNA, once the locking step occurs, the DNA is destined to be

cleaved.
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DISCUSSION

R-Loops in St-Cascade Form Unidirectionally, Starting
from the PAM
Directional R-loop propagation that is initiated at the PAM and

further extends toward the protospacer end has been a long-

standing hypothesis for DNA targeting by CRISPR-Cas systems

(Semenova et al., 2011). Such a mechanism was corroborated

by position-dependent effects of protospacer mutations on

effector complex binding (Sternberg et al., 2014). In addition,

we previously demonstrated differential effects of mutations

near the two protospacer ends (Szczelkun et al., 2014). Whereas

PAM mutations exclusively inhibited R-loop formation, muta-

tions at the PAM distal protospacer end exclusively affected

the R-loop stability. The results obtained so far are clearly in

agreement with a directional R-loop formation model but could

also be explained by a direction-independent mechanism (see

Introduction). Using single-molecule supercoiling experiments,

we provide here compelling evidence for a directional R-loop

zipping. In particular, we were able to measure with close to

base-pair resolution the length of R-loop intermediates that

form on protospacers carrying single mismatches between

the target sequence and the crRNA guide. Strikingly, the length

of the R-loop intermediate corresponded directly to the

distance between the PAM and the first mismatch. Other inter-

mediates—e.g., corresponding to an R-loop behind the PAM—

were not observed, which indicates a stringent unidirectional

process. R-loops intermediates as short as 7 bp could be de-

tected (see M8 data in Figure 2B). However, as the length of

the intermediate shortened, the rate of spontaneous dissociation

increased, even at significant negative supercoiling levels (Fig-

ure 3). Single 7-bp-long intermediates were too short-lived to

be detected (though the intermediate state was occupied at

higher Cascade concentrations), and we speculate that interme-

diates for M2 and M4 are so short lived that the intermediate

state is rarely populated, even at higher Cascade concentra-

tions. Accordingly, these protospacers were better competitors

than a non-specific protospacer. R-loop intermediates were not

detected for M19 in agreement with protein-induced base flips in

the crRNA-DNA hybrid being at locations 7, 13, 19, 25, and 31 for

St-Cascade.

Collapse of Short R-Loop Intermediates Ensures
Efficient Target Localization
For the protospacers with single mutations, the R-loop forma-

tion kinetics were reduced (most severely for seed mutations),

whereas the R-loop stability at positive torque was not affected.

This kinetic inhibition of R-loop formation at unaltered R-loop sta-

bility is very similar to observations with PAMmutants (Szczelkun

et al., 2014). Given that thePAM-recognizingmotifs in Cas9 assist

only in flippingof the first protospacerbase toward thecrRNA (An-

ders et al., 2014), we suggest a similar local priming at the PAM for

Cascade.Primingat apermissivePAM iseither promoted through

conformational changes of the protein complex upon PAM bind-

ing or simply through a longer residence time at the PAM.

Upon priming, R-loop expansion is initiated. As discussed

above, this R-loop can collapse in a length-dependent manner

upon encountering mismatch sites. Consequently, the Cascade
1540 Cell Reports 10, 1534–1543, March 10, 2015 ª2015 The Author
complex would be expected to have a shorter residence time on

DNAwith PAM-proximal mutations compared to DNAwith PAM-

distal mutations. This was additionally supported by competition

experiments that revealed that the targets with seed mutations

aremuch poorer competitors than targets with PAM-distal muta-

tions (Figure 3C). The correlation between directional zipping

and stability provides an efficient target site search process,

by only considering targets with sufficient homology directly at

the start of the process and rejecting all others. Similar proof-

reading by directional zipping may be employed in other biolog-

ical processes where homologous sequences need to be found,

such as homologous recombination, where a wealth of off tar-

gets need to be discriminated (De Vlaminck et al., 2012). Crucial

features of an efficient search process would be that the off-

target rejection is dependent on the length of the base-paired

intermediate and that early mutations have a greater effect, as

suggested by the wide-spread occurrence of seed sequences

in other biological systems (Künne et al., 2014). Whereas here

we provide evidence for such a length dependence, it remains

yet to be established to which extent protein contacts contribute

to the off-target rejection by Cascade.

Directional, Collapse-Prone R-Loop Zipping Is the Only
Target Recognition Mechanism
The formation of an R-loop is not per se the signal for Cas3-medi-

ated DNA cleavage. To trigger cleavage, the R-loop has to reach

the protospacer end and become locked (i.e., highly resistant to

positive supercoiling). Locking occurs only for R-loops that

extend beyond position 28 (Szczelkun et al., 2014). For unlocked

R-loops (E26protospacer), cleavagedidnotoccuratall (Figure4).

In contrast, an R-loop that was locked but contained amismatch

in the seed regionpromotedcleavagewith a rate similar to theWT

protospacer. This suggests that the Cascade-crRNA-promoted

target recognition and the Cas3-mediated DNA cleavage steps

are fully separated, i.e., that mismatches between DNA target

and crRNA have no effect on the catalytic activity of Cas3.

Thus, the directional, collapse-prone R-loop zipping represents

the only target-verification mechanism.

Previous investigation showed that cleavage requires dsDNA

at the PAM (Hochstrasser et al., 2014). Here, we additionally

show that also the PAM sequence is verified during the actual

cleavage step, because cleavage of locked R-loops is signifi-

cantly reduced for a CC-PAM substrate (Figure 4B). Thus,

Cascade simultaneously checks both ends of the protospacer,

namely the PAM and the lock, before triggering cleavage. It

needs to be further explored whether the additional PAM verifi-

cation controls Cas3 recruitment or whether it promotes a

conformational change that brings pre-bound Cas3 into a cleav-

age-competent state. The double checking of the PAM

sequence may be required to avoid degradation of ssDNA inter-

mediates (e.g., formed during DNA replication), which may bind

to the crRNA and induce locking. Overall, the lack of protospacer

proof-reading during the cleavage step in type I systems repre-

sents a significant difference to Cas9 of type II systems (Szczel-

kun et al., 2014; Cencic et al., 2014). Cas9 lacks an R-loop lock-

ing to verify complete R-loop formation (Szczelkun et al., 2014)

and must thus also proof-read the target during the cleavage

step.
s
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A Bidirectional ‘‘Telecommunication’’ Model for Target
Recognition and Cleavage by Cascade
How can readout of distal signals—the PAM and the locking

step—result in Cas3 recruitment and signaling of cleavage?

We propose a bidirectional telecommunication model that relies

on allostery for the target site discrimination by Cascade (see

Figure 5). In this model, R-loop propagation serves as the only

verification of a potential target and is key to rejection of off-

target sites. R-loops become primed at the PAM through the

Cse1 subunit, which acts as an R-loop ‘‘sender.’’ Initiation is

assisted by negative supercoiling, and R-loops propagate direc-

tionally away from the PAM. If a mismatch occurs, R-loop

progression stalls. The R-loop intermediates collapse in a

length-dependent manner, ensuring lower residence times at

targets with mismatches closer to the PAM. However, R-loop

progression can bypass a mismatch and continue to the proto-

spacer end. Due to a steric clash (Mulepati et al., 2014), the

arriving R-loop causes the Cse2 dimer to move, such that

conformational signals are passed back toward the PAM. This

conformational change is most likely a large allosteric conforma-

tional rearrangement of the whole complex. It also provides the

locking of the R-loop (Szczelkun et al., 2014) by Cse2 contacts

with the flipped-out bases of the target DNA and possibly also

with the non-target DNA (Mulepati et al., 2014). Dependent on

an additional PAM verification, but without further target proof-

reading, the allosteric coupling induces a rearrangement of

Cse1, leading to recruitment of Cas3 near the PAM proximal

site of the protospacer (Hochstrasser et al., 2014; Huo et al.,

2014) and subsequent DNA degradation (Sinkunas et al.,

2013). Within this model, we propose that mainly the reposition-

ing of the Cse2 dimer establishes the R-loop locking. Further

studies are required to directly demonstrate the conformational

coupling and dynamics of the Cascade subunits during R-loop

priming, locking, and Cas3 recruitment.

Overall, our study shows that target recognition and off-target

rejection by Cascade relies just on a directional zipping and the

collapse of semi-stable R-loop intermediates. We suggest that

other DNA-targeting CRISPR-Cas surveillance complexes,

among them Cas9, also use the same R-loop-formation mecha-

nism. A careful consideration of the details of the R-loop-zipping
Cell
process, together with a more-detailed analysis of the energetic

barriers imposed by mismatches, opens the door to develop

quantitative predictors for off-target cleavage. This should enable

a more rational design of potential target sequences within large

genomes to further minimize off-target cleavage events.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

DNA and Proteins

Cascade with crRNA that matches spacer 1 of the St-CRISPR4 system was

purified as described (Sinkunas et al., 2013). DNA substrates contained a

WT protospacer that was fully complementary to spacer 1 or protospacer var-

iants (Table S1) and an AA dinucleotide PAM (Figure 1A), except for a cleavage

experiment where a WT protospacer with a CC PAM was used (Figure 4B).

DNA constructs used in the tweezers experiments were prepared as previ-

ously described (Szczelkun et al., 2014). A single copy of a given protospacer

was cloned into the SmaI site of plasmid pUC19. A 2.1-kbp fragment contain-

ing the protospacer and terminal NotI and SpeI restriction enzyme sites was

amplified from the plasmid by PCR and ligated to �600-bp PCR fragments

containing multiple biotins and a single sticky end complementary to SpeI as

well as�600-bp PCR fragments containing multiple digoxigenins and a single

sticky end complementary to NotI.

Single-Molecule Experiments

R-loop-formation experiments were carried out in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0),

150 mM NaCl, and 0.1 mg ml�1 BSA at 9 nM or 0.1 nM Cascade using a

home-built magnetic tweezers setup (Klaue and Seidel, 2009). DNAmolecules

were bound to 1 mmmagnetic beads (MyOne; Invitrogen) and anchored in the

flow cells (Luzzietti et al., 2012; Schwarz et al., 2013). After lowering the mag-

nets to stretch tethered molecules, DNA length measurements were started.

Data were recorded at an acquisition frequency of 120 Hz (shown in light

gray or light blue in time trajectory plots) and smoothed to 2 Hz using a sliding

average filter (dark colors in all DNA length plots). After initial DNA character-

ization, proteins were added and changes in DNA length observed as a func-

tion of applied force and DNA turns. Torque values were calculated based on

previous theoretical work (Maffeo et al., 2010; Schöpflin et al., 2012; see also

Supplemental Information). Home-written software used for these calculations

is available for download at the author’s website: http://www.uni-muenster.

de/Biologie.AllgmZoo/Gruppen/Seidel/Download.

Cas3 cleavage experiments were carried out by preassembling R-loops on

single DNAmolecules at negative supercoiling using 0.5 nMCascade (9 nM for

the WT protospacer with a CC PAM) in a cleavage buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl

[pH 7.5], 75 mM NaCl, 40 mM KCl, 7% [v/v] glycerol, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM

NiCl2, 2 mM ATP, and 0.1 mg ml�1 BSA). After verifying R-loop formation,

100 nM Cas3 in cleavage buffer was added.
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Mean R-loop formation and dissociation times were determined from expo-

nential fits to cumulative distributions of the data (Szczelkun et al., 2014). Each

mean-time value was calculated from�25 events. Supercoiling changes were

analyzed as described before (Szczelkun et al., 2014). They were either ob-

tained from sudden height changes divided by the slope of the supercoiling

curves at the given force (Figures 2B, right, and 3B) or from the shift of one

of the sides of the supercoiling curve (Figure 2B).

Inhibition Experiments

Synthetic oligoduplexes (Sigma) bearing an AA PAM and a WT protospacer

were labeled at the 50 end using T4 polynucleotide kinase (Thermo Scientific)

and [g33P]ATP (Hartmann Analytic). Increasing concentrations of unlabeled

competitor oligoduplexes containing protospacers with mutations were mixed

with 1 nM of labeled oligoduplexes and incubated with 10 nM of Cascade in

binding buffer (40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA [pH 8.0],

150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mg ml�1 BSA, and 10% glycerol) for 30 min at 37�C. The
samples were subjected to electrophoresis in 8% (w/v) polyacrylamide gel

and visualized using a FLA-5100 phosphorimager (Fujifilm). The fraction of

Cascade-bound labeled DNA as function of competitor concentration was

fittedwith an expression that describes competitive inhibition in order to obtain

the ratioKI/KD between the dissociation constants of competitor and substrate

binding to Cascade (see Supplemental Information).

Bulk DNA Cleavage Experiments

Cleavage reactions were performed at 25�C and 37�C for 40 min in buffer con-

taining 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM KCl, 5% (v/v) glycerol,

1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM NiCl2, 2 mM ATP, and 0.1 mg/ml BSA. Cleavage of

2.5 nM supercoiled or BamHI-linearized protospacer-containing plasmids

was initiated by addition of 20 nM Cascade and 100 nM Cas3. Reactions

were stopped by adding 1/3 of ‘‘Stop’’ solution (67.5mMEDTA, 27% [v/v] glyc-

erol, and 0.3% [w/v] SDS). Reaction products were analyzed by 0.8% (w/v)

agarose gel electrophoresis and visualized by ethidium bromide staining.
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